
1.	Learn robot coding with Codey Rocky. Codey is a treasure of  fun which is able to play 
music, follow light, stimulate facial expression and other functions. 



2.	Learn the mechanism of linking and use between the computer and Robots devices.



3.	Mbot is a learning robot that makes programming an automated robot simple and fun.

4.	Drawing robot .

5.	Dancing Robot.

6.	Android controlled arduino robot car.



7.	GSM Mobile controlled Intelligent Robot - The idea of designing this project is to control 
the movements or motion of robot using GSM technology that means by sending SMS to 
the remote robot control unit, robot movements can be controlled.



8.	Bluetooth controlled Robot using Android Smart Phone - The purpose of this is to control 
the motion of a robot using an application of Android smart phone. A wireless 
communication between the smart phone device and robotic vehicle is established by 
Bluetooth technology.



9.	Obstacle avoiding Robot - This is an autonomous intelligent robot which is built with 
infrared sensors to sense the obstacles coming in the path of the robot and 
correspondingly changes the direction of the robot.



10.	Automatic Wall painting Robot - The primary object is to implement a wall painting robot 
which automatically paints the wall of given dimensions using major components as IR 
sensors, microcontroller and DC motor.



11.	Mobile Phone controlled four legged walking Robot - This type of robot is implemented 
to overcome the disadvantages of wheels based robot which cannot work on hilly or rocky 
terrain. So this walking robot can able to access the challenging terrains using servo 
motors with additional capabilities like obstacle avoidance, remote control through GSM, 
etc.

12.	Automated system design for Metro Train - This is an automated system for a metro 
train which announces the station name and displays the relevant information when train 
arrives at particular station. In this, RFID tags are used for tracking the station data.



13.	Surface Cleaning Robot - This illustrates the design of surface cleaning robots which are 
used to collect the floating garbage in rivers, coastal waters and lakes. This project 
implemented by using AVR controller with RS485 communication.



14.	Automatic Scrap Collecting Robot - The main intention is to design a robot that can 
collect scrap in given specified area with motion control and arm control capabilities.



15.	Cube Solving Robot - This implements a robot with cube solving capability within a short 
duration by using mechanical structure, color identification sensor and an algorithm to solve 
the cube.
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